reading & writing: English

word families

-an  -ad  -og
-at  -en  -ot
-ap  -et  -ug
-ag  -ig  -un
-am  -it  -ut
-ar  -in  -op

Name:
A man.

Draw a picture.
A man and a fan.

Draw a picture.
A man in a van.

Draw a picture.
A man has a can.

Draw a picture.
A fat cat.

Draw a picture.
A fat cat on a mat.

Draw a picture.
A tag on a bag.

Draw a picture.
Sam has ham and jam.

Draw a picture.
A jar is in a car.

Draw a picture.
Mad or sad?

Draw a picture.
Ben is ten.

Draw a picture.
Ken has ten pens.

Draw a picture.
Get a net.

Draw a picture.
A wet pet.

Draw a picture.
I met a vet.

Draw a picture.
A big pig.

Draw a picture.
A big wig.

Draw a picture.
Sit for a bit.

Draw a picture.
I dip and sip.

Draw a picture.
I win a pin.

Draw a picture.
I am in a bin.

Draw a picture.
I jog in the fog

Draw a picture.
It is a hot pot.

Draw a picture.
Hug a pug.

Draw a picture.
A pug on a rug.

Draw a picture.
A bug in a mug.

Draw a picture.
Run and run.

Draw a picture.
Fun in the sun.

Draw a picture.
Cut a nut.

Draw a picture.
The cop has a mop.

Draw a picture.